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My Journey in the Episcopal Church 
 as a Black Woman

(and a bishop's daughter)

by Cynthia Primo Martin

I am not sure when I realized I was, and would be forever, labeled as a preacher’s kid (PK).

Quite frankly, I thought I was just a regular kid. The fact that I attended most church services,
programs, and events at St. Simon’s Church in Rochester, New York, seemed normal at the
time. My father worked a hundred hours a day saving people (and spent so little time at
home, for which I took him to task for when I was in college), and my mother performed the
roles of altar guild convener/flower arranger, Sunday School and Bible School teacher,
organizer and leader of our Girls’ Friendly Society chapter, cooking for and inviting single,
elderly and/or wayward members to Sunday dinner,  etc.

Early on, I knew there were high expectations of me. Of course, I was to avoid embarrassing
behaviors that might impact my father’s position and the family reputation.

A question did remain in my mind through childhood as to who the real Rev. Primo was.
Although theological degrees hung on my dad’s office walls and he wore the white collar
(and purple shirt later on), my mother seemed to take his job and her role very seriously. And
she was strict.

When my father had served as suffragan bishop of the diocese of Chicago and we moved
back to Delaware for him to serve as interim bishop of this diocese, I remember Jim Gilliam,
Jr., referring to my mother as “Mrs. Bishop.” How apt an appellation!

As I was growing up, I wondered why my father’s church had all Black membership while
other diocesan Episcopal churches were all white. This trend continued as my father
received calls to other dioceses. My dad’s churches were located in inner cities in
predominantly Black neighborhoods while other churches were primarily located in the
suburbs. Interestingly enough, though, the Black membership of my dad’s churches did not
reside in the inner city but rather outside the city. Parishioners commuted to the city on
Sunday and for other weekly activities. I learned that most Black Episcopalians held
professional positions as educators, doctors, lawyers, administrators, and government
workers;  and they may have had Caribbean or other such heritage in their family lines.
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Grandfather Primo was a Guyanan-born Episcopal priest. Most summers, we traveled south
from Rochester, New York, to visit him and my Jamaican-born grandmother in Albany,
Georgia. They lived next to the church in a low-income neighborhood; members primarily
were from other neighborhoods.

I juggled two sets of friends growing up: my Black Episcopal friends whom I saw mostly on
Saturdays and Sundays; and the white kids I attended school with during the week.

My parents were big proponents of education and chose to live in the best school districts.
When we moved from the rectory apartment near St. Simon’s to a neighborhood just outside
city limits, the all-white neighborhood was not very accepting of our choice. The neighbors
picketed and harassed my parents but to no avail; we were there to stay. As it turns out, my
family became well-loved. Tears flowed when my father took the call to St. Matthew’s,
Wilmington, Delaware in 1964.

We moved to the existing rectory in Wilmington, but my father was anxious to buy his own
home and build equity. My parents fared better in Wilmington; an exceptional high school,
P.S. duPont, was located in a primarily Jewish neighborhood, and we bought a home there.
An incident occurred later where my mom had to play a role. When a Black member of St.
Matthew’s wanted to buy a house down the street from us, she was told it was no longer for
sale. My mom (who looked white) showed up at the front door to inquire about the house,
and suddenly the house was for sale! My mother remained the buyer representative until the
parishioner had successfully purchased the home.

If you read my dad’s autobiography, The Making of a Black Bishop, you will learn more about
the challenges he and our family faced. My parents were excellent role models, had great
faith in God, and lived exemplary lives regardless of less than pleasant circumstances.

Because of their willingness to stand for what they believed in, my siblings and I learned trust
in God, strength of character, the difference between right and wrong, and the importance of
community.

My sister, Dr. Susan Primo Davis, 12 years younger than I am, reflects: “Growing up as a
preacher’s kid, I always felt self-conscious and on display. I am the youngest of my siblings
and was the only child left in the house at one point, I felt a bit isolated and unsure of what I
was supposed to do or not to do! It seemed all eyes were on me at times, and I didn’t want to
disappoint. While that pressure of expectation seemed to always be there, I don’t think it was
unique to me, and I would have not changed a thing. A firm grounding in faith has followed
me my entire life, and I can always speak with pride that I am a preacher’s (and a bishop’s!)
kid, which I believe is truly special. Being an Episcopalian or Anglican is relatively uncommon
among American Blacks, and people often seem surprised when I reveal that fact, especially
in the South where I reside. As an Episcopalian, I do love the formality and deep tradition of
the service.” I agree with my sister.
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As I mentioned earlier, although she identified as Black, my mom looked white. Indeed, she
was a product of the Bahamas and had white blood. She often heard conversations on
subjects of race when she was mistaken for white. She waited a bit and identified herself.
Looks of shock ended those conversations!

My father relates instances when the two of them visited churches for the first time in the
Chicago diocese. If she was not with him when entering churches where she was unknown,
she was ushered to a seat before people realized she was the bishop’s wife. Some of these
incidents were humorous, many were not. As a bishop, he faced unchristian behavior. But
his life philosophy and deep faith directed him to turn the other cheek. I am not sure I could
have done the same.

I was truly impacted by the tragic story of my older sister’s passing. Olivia Wilhelmina was
born in Rutherfordton, North Carolina where my father served a number of local churches.
When my mother reached the Black hospital in labor, tests were completed and it was found
my sister and mother had the RH blood incompatibility problem: Olivia had positive blood,
mom was negative. The nearby hospital serving the white community could have remedied
this situation by providing the needed shots to address this issue, but my parents were
denied access. The white collar did not impress them; my sister died an hour after her birth.

I am grateful to be a cradle Black Episcopalian. Many Black Episcopal churches have
witnessed a move from very Anglican forms of worship (fancy liturgy, words sung instead of
spoken, long services, incense, at every service) to more diverse liturgies and musical
experiences.

Because the three Primo children had musical ability — my instrument was the piano and
later organ; my brother and sister excelled in trumpet and flute, respectively — I
accompanied them both in many musical performances. When my father visited other
churches with limited music programs, he was known to bring his own musicians — his
children!

In conclusion, I am proud to be a PK. All three Primo children have stayed active in our local
churches.

This is one PK who is looking to the future of our church, our nation, our world, and who
hopes for the best.

Note from editor: As a young girl, Cynthia was also a member of the Girls’ Friendly Society
(GFS). This society was an international, religious organization for girls and young women
from the ages of 7-21 of any race, religion, or nationality. Affiliated with the Episcopal Church
as a parish-based program that began to help young women workers in early industrial
America, the GFS evolved into an organization to provide opportunities to girls through
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service to others, worship, study, and recreation. Information for the society dates from 1860
to 2010, but primarily it relates to the years 1916-1998. The GFS hat in this image was
Cynthia’s hat.

Cynthia Primo Martin is a retired nonprofit executive specializing in agency management,
fund development, and marketing. She chaired the Quintin E. Primo, Jr., Lecture Series
(PLS), established in memory of her father. Cynthia was the founder of the Trustees of Color
(TOC) initiative whose mission was to establish, implement, and maintain a sustainable
process to ensure that Delaware’s nonprofit boards are inclusive of people of color.  
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by Michael Redmond
 

Joseph also went from the town of Nazareth in Galilee to Judea, to the city of David called
Bethlehem … He went to be registered with Mary, to whom he was engaged and who was
expecting a child. While they were there, the time came for her to deliver her child. And she
gave birth to her firstborn son and wrapped him in bands of cloth and laid him in a manger,
because there was no place in the guest room. ~ Luke 2:4–7 (NRSV)

As the crow flies, the distance between present day Nazareth and Bethlehem is about 70
miles. That doesn’t seem all that far to us today in our world of automobiles and highways.
But imagine that a young couple had to make that trip on foot, the woman being pregnant
and close to term, riding a donkey, according to tradition. Imagine, too, that you could not
make that trip as the crow flies; instead, you had to detour around an unfriendly region
(Samaria) to reach your destination. The trip could take you a week at least. Along the way
you would have had to find food and shelter, day after day.

The road to Bethlehem is the theme of Las Posadas, a Mexican Advent tradition for more
than 400 years, widely celebrated throughout Latin America and the U.S. Southwest and as
far away as the Philippines. It is a nine-day journey alongside Mary and Joseph, stopping
with them night after night as they seek and find a posada, a lodging, a place to stay. This
novena (a nine-day course of devotional prayer) will be celebrated yet again by the Spanish-
speaking community within Wilmington’s Trinity Episcopal Parish, beginning December 16
and culminating in the last posada, in Bethlehem, on Christmas Eve.

According to Angelica Morales of New Castle, president of Trinity’s Junta Parroquial (Latino
committee), the community’s celebration has been adapted to different circumstances while
retaining its identity. It remains a mixture of prayer, fellowship, scripture, song, and feast.

 
Morales, who grew up in the state of Guerrero on Mexico’s west coast, remembers the
traditional outdoor processions in her town, often involving hundreds of candle-bearing
participants, going from house to house over the course of Las Posadas. But outdoor
processions are simply not practical during “the hard winter” in Delaware, she said, so
Posada nights are hosted indoors, in parishioners’ homes or Trinity Church.

The tradition of Las Posadas descends from the Bible plays and pageants that were popular
teaching vehicles in medieval Europe. Stories from scripture would be acted out by
parishioners and enlivened with songs and features of the local culture. Spanish
missionaries used such plays to teach the Christian faith to the indigenous Mexican
population.

“

” 
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In 1586 Friar Diego de Soria wrote from Mexico City to Pope Sixtus V, who authorized a
special Christmas novena to be observed throughout Mexico on the nine days preceding
Christmas. The nine days are said to represent the nine months of Mary’s pregnancy and the
nine virtues Mary and Joseph exemplify ─ generosity, humility, charity, courage, holy
detachment, purity, justice, joy, and trust. Las Posadas is observed today not only by Roman
Catholics, but by Latino Protestants as well.

Trinity Parish’s Spanish-speaking congregants look forward eagerly to Las Posadas, Morales
said, as part of a cluster of special celebrations at year’s end. These include El Dia de los
Muertos (The Day of the Dead) in November; celebrating All Saints and All Souls; the feast
day of Our Lady of Guadalupe on December 12, and Tres Reyes (Three Kings, i.e.,
Epiphany) in January. The Episcopal Church has provided for these celebrations in The
Book of Occasional Services 2022.

While subject to local customs and adaptations, Las Posadas follows a traditional pattern.
The congregants, in procession, follow parishioners playing the roles of Mary and Joseph
(los peregrinos, the pilgrims) as they go from “inn” to inn, pleading for hospitality. At first the
plea is rebuffed by the innkeepers (los posaderos) in a traditional two-part song, Pedir
Posada. Eventually the innkeepers recognize Mary and Joseph as santos pelegrinos (holy
pilgrims) and take them in.  

In Mexico and other Latin American countries, Mary may arrive riding a real donkey, with
angels and shepherds joining the procession along the way, and children carrying
poinsettias. The procession is followed by musicians, with the entire company singing festive
villancicos (carols).

The celebration then continues indoors with prayer and a litany, the reading of scripture, and
a party featuring the breaking of a seven-pointed piñata, filled with candies. The breaking of
the star symbolizes Christ’s breaking the power of the seven deadly sins (pride, greed, wrath,
envy, lust, gluttony and sloth); the candies symbolize Christ’s sweet gifts of grace.

Then comes the feast. Traditional fare includes tamales (steamed corn dough filled with
meats, cheeses, and vegetables), pozole (hominy stew, with pork and peppers) and ponche
navideño (hot fruit punch). It’s customary for everybody to receive a bolo, a small bag of
candy, to take home.

“We would love for everybody to be part of Las Posadas. That would be wonderful. Bring
food,” said Angelica Morales, with a smile.

The order of service that Trinity uses each night of Las Posadas includes this prayer:
“Sabemos que esta noche hay en el mundo hombres, mujeres, niñas y niños viajando
agotados por caminos peligrosos, en busca de un mesón. Te rogamos que las puertas se les
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abran” In English: “We know that tonight around the world there are men, women, girls and
boys, traveling exhausted along dangerous roads, in search of shelter. We pray that the
doors be opened to them.”

Thus the ancient story of Mary and Joseph on the road has a powerful resonance with critical
issues today. “I came to the United States as a teenager with no papers,” Morales said. “I
came with the clothes on my back and a plastic bag of belongings, that’s all. I am a citizen
now, but I came undocumented.” Morales today is a wife, a mother, a home owner, and a
business owner, embracing both her citizenship and her heritage.

According to DATA USA’s figures for 2021, 9.7 percent of Delaware’s population is Hispanic,
with “the most common birthplace for foreign-born residents of Delaware (being) Mexico, the
natal country of 14,392 Delaware residents.”

For more than 30 years, Trinity Parish has been providing Sunday Eucharist in Spanish and
special events such as first communions, weddings, funerals, quinceañeras (birthdays), and
baby namings. The parish provides pastoral support to the Latino congregation and
members of the wider communities through the ministry of the Rev. Patricia S. Downing,
Trinity’s rector, and the Rev. Dr. Marta Illueca, associate rector. The entire parish comes
together several times a year for bilingual worship.

“We continue to address the ever-changing needs of the Latino community in our area:
social, education, and legal. We strive to be a strong voice in the community for equality,
justice, and economic opportunity,” Downing said.

Trinity’s Junta Parroquial includes Trinidad Carranza; Alberto Carranza; Sergio Carranza;
Carlos Dominguez; Ana Martinez; Angelica Morales, and Gerardo Plasencia, plus the rector
and associate rector. An important role in the community’s worship is played by musicians
Ivan Martinez and Alberto Martinez. The junta represents the 80 families on the parish’s
census. In collaboration with Trinity’s clergy and vestry, the junta deals with community
issues and organizes community events.

The celebration of Las Posadas is open to all. For locations and other information, call the
Trinity Parish office at 302.652.8605 or write to office@trinityparishde.org. The celebration
culminates on Christmas Eve at 8:00 p.m. with Posada y Eucaristia Nochebuena at Trinity
Church, 1108 N. Adam Street, Wilmington.

On the Web:

Pedir posada https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D6nwzpI-6UE

mailto:office@trinityparishde.org
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D6nwzpI-6UE
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Beyond the Chaos of Despair:Exploring the Art of Living
in Difficult Times
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In Delaware there are amazingly creative people, artists in that creative spiritually charged
enterprise of making meaning out of chaos — working through despair, resistance, and hope
to some new place. The most creative among us are those who struggle with what life brings
and find hope, beauty and meaning. They practice compassionate living. They are artists in
living. These are the wise ones. In my 50 years in Delaware I have learned so much from
them.

These past few years have for me been filled with times of despair. Resistance to this
despair addresses its source and either overcomes or moves beyond it. If we have no hope,
resistance can exhaust and dehumanize us. If there is hope, we remain energized. Some of
our hopes are fantasies, and those hopes are dashed. Other hopes are grounded in the Holy
and remain. But very often our hopes are dashed; we become filled again with despair and
the cycle begins afresh. It has been a difficult time for many of us.

I’ve worked at trying to use a traditional art form, specifically printmaking, as a way of
expressing something of what I have learned from the “artists of living” in my life about
despair and its costs. This work has evolved into a three-year project concerning the spiritual
world of despair, resistance, and hope. I have come to believe that, if grounded in
compassion or love, the places we find ourselves emotionally become the basis for
transformation and renewal.

My work began in 2020 by making prints from woodblocks and linocuts that expressed both
my despair and resistance concerning Covid, social issues in the world, and theological
possibilities for hope. I produced a two volume “Book of Numbers,” that had the number “1”
printed for each person who died of Covid between January and All Saints Day 2020 in the
United States and worldwide. These books were acquired by the Delaware Art Museum.

In 2022 I became more deliberate in writing aphorisms that connected prints exploring the
relationship between resistance and hope. These are short statements meant to jog the
reader to look at the image that accompanies them and explore the ideas represented. The
aphorisms were “thought experiments” that replaced the preacher’s desire to preach and the
writer’s desire to explain. I produced a limited edition ‘art object’ book (eight copies),
“Resistance and Hope.”

In 2023 I started work on a series of drawings and prints transformed into cyanotypes (a form
of photographic reproduction) again with aphorisms, looking at the relationship between
despair and hope. From my book, “Despair & Hope” the following:
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This mess of art related stuff — prints, drawings, objects, books, all somehow concerned an
ongoing spiritual exploration of the relations between and among the feelings of despair,
resistance, and hope. Most of the work was deliberately connected to working out these
issues.

I came to realize that something was needed to lift us out of this dead-end repeat of despair,
resistance, and hope. That “something” is known to those who live creatively, but it is not
talked about very directly. It involves what Christians have called, “Holy Wisdom.”

I am now working towards joining images and aphorisms that link despair, resistance, and
hope, to compassion. I have come to view these emotions as time related, and thus with the
tyranny that time has over us. Compassion draws us into the present moment, the place
where we can act for transformation.

I was asked this year to make a print to give to the Education for Ministry class at St. Peter’s,
Lewes, for their graduation. I suggested that I make a new image, one of Holy Wisdom. This
is what I made:

This is sometimes called “Christ the Wisdom of God.” But often the form of the Christ is
feminine, remembering that Sophia (Wisdom) is feminine. So here she/ he is, and behind her
are the three stars, one above her, for the Father, one at her eyes and lips, being for the Son,
and one at the heart for the Holy Spirit. But in her hands, she holds a tetrahedron, and she
holds it in front of her stomach, indicating that wisdom brings compassion. (Echoes of the
phrase, “bowels of compassion.”)

I see this as the first attempt to move to a “four-part harmony” in which despair, resistance,
hope, and compassion, combine to bring a sense of completeness to the spiritual search, for
which art is a part. The tetrahedron, with its four faces, is a symbol of that idea.

In September, 2023, I finished my latest art object/ book, a limited edition (eight) series of 14
plates, each with a small dry point etching and aphorism. They are bound in an accordion
book style, vertically, printed on heavy watercolor papers. They fold to a small book 2.5 x 7.5
inches.

The progression of images and plates in this series suggests that despair, resistance, and
hope can lead us to endless repetition of failed attempts to overcome despair, or can lead us
beyond the tyranny of time, to the present, in which transformation is possible.

If we live in the present with our spiritual struggles, there is an opening for compassion. And
compassion frees us from despair’s rule in our lives.

The close of that series is this plate:

There is more to explore. More art to be made, more attention to be given to the “artists of
living” who inform my attempts to open the gate to compassion. There is more to come.
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O Antiphons: A Call Out to Christ
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Advent is a season of reflection and hope, opening the church’s liturgical year by preparing
for the coming of Christ in various senses — at Bethlehem, within the believer’s heart, and in
majesty on the Last Day. We focus on the promise of Christ made through the prophets long
ago; on that promise already fulfilled in the life, death, and resurrection of the Lord Jesus and
on that promise still be to be fulfilled at the Second Coming.

The church observes Advent by special readings and practices, including Advent wreaths
and calendars, evensong, and the service of Nine Lessons and Carols; the church also
encourages believers to incorporate Advent into their daily prayer life during the season’s
four weeks. One way of doing so spotlights one of the most popular hymns of the season, O
come, O come, Emmanuel (No. 56, The Hymnal 1982). The Latin hymn has a fascinating
history, and its verses, adapted by the prolific hymnographer John Mason Neale (1818 –
1866), offer a day-by-day template for reflection. One may sing each day’s verse, of course,
or simply say it as the day’s Advent prayer.

The text of O come, O come, Emmanuel is based on the O Antiphons, which were part of the
Roman rite’s monastic vespers during the last week of Advent. Each verse begins with a call
out to Christ by one of his titles in scripture (O come, Emmanuel; O come, Wisdom from on
high, etc.), and most end with a petition for some grace or blessing. The language of each
verse is rich with scriptural allusion, particularly from the prophet Isaiah. One can pray this
hymn one verse a day. The following is their order in Neale’s adaptation.

O come, O come, Emmanuel, and ransom captive Israel, that mourns in lonely exile here
until the Son of God appear. Rejoice! Rejoice! Emmanuel shall come to thee, O Israel. (Isa.
7:14; Mal. 3:1; Mt. 1:21−23).

O come, thou Wisdom from on high, who orderest all things mightily; to us the path of
knowledge show, and teach us in her ways to go. Rejoice! Rejoice! Emmanuel shall come to
thee, O Israel. (Isa. 11:2−3; Wis. 8:1; Prov. 9:1)

O come, thou Rod of Jesse, free thine own from Satan’s tyranny; from depths of hell thy
people save, and give them victory o’er the grave. Rejoice! Rejoice! Emmanuel shall come to
thee, O Israel. (Isa. 11:1−4; 45:23; 52:13; Luke 1:32−33)

O come, thou Dayspring, come and cheer our spirits by thine advent here; disperse the
gloomy clouds of night, and death’s dark shadows put to flight. Rejoice! Rejoice! Emmanuel
shall come to thee, O Israel. (Mal. 3:20; Isa. 9:1; Ps. 107:14)

https://delaware.church/o-antiphons-a-call-out-to-christ/
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O come, thou Key of David, come, and open wide our heavenly home; make safe the way
that leads on high, and close the path to misery. Rejoice! Rejoice! Emmanuel shall come to
thee, O Israel. (Isa. 22:22; 42:6−7; Luke 4:16−19)

O come, O come, great Lord of might, who to thy tribes on Sinai’s height in ancient times
once gave the law in cloud and majesty and awe. Rejoice! Rejoice! Emmanuel shall come to
thee, O Israel. (Ex. 3:1−8; 20:1−20; Deut. 26:5−9)

O come, thou Root of Jesse’s tree, an ensign of thy people be; before thee rulers silent fall;
all peoples on thy mercy call. Rejoice! Rejoice! Emmanuel shall come to thee, O Israel.  (Isa.
11:1−4; 45:23; 52:13; Luke 1:32−33)

O come, Desire of nations, bind in one the hearts of all mankind; bid thou our sad divisions
cease, and be thyself our King of Peace. Rejoice! Rejoice! Emmanuel shall come to thee, O
Israel. (Isa. 28:16; Gen. 2:7; Mt. 21:42; 1 Peter 2:4−5)

The O Antiphons are among the most ancient texts we have from the Western monastic
office. The Christian philosopher Boethius refers to them while writing in the sixth century. As
for the plainchant tune of O come, O come, Emmanuel, its earliest provenance is a 15
century French processional, although it is likely older. Many composers of note have set the
O Antiphons to music, including Carlo Gesualdo and Ralph Vaughan Williams, and in our
own day, Peter Hallock, Healey Willan, and James MacMillan.

A commentary on AnglicanOnline.org, reads, “ … in addition to bringing together Hebrew
prophecies about the coming of the Christ Child, the antiphons include a substantial pre-
Christmas wish-list. When we pray them, we ask — not always disguising our impatience
very well — for instruction in the way of prudence; for redemption with an outstretched arm;
for deliverance; for the release of prisoners out of the prison house; for enlightenment and for
salvation.

“The Os pull together the Church’s voice of prayer in supplication for prophetic and
apocalyptic intangibles. And still, when we are finished praying them, we must wait a little
more. Waiting becomes a positive good in the Os, a thing to be undertaken and even
enjoyed not for its own sake, but for the sake of the One to be born at the end of the waiting.”

  O Come, O Come, Emmanuel first appeared in Neale’s Medieval Hymns and Sequences
(1851). Neale’s adaptation was included in the Church of England’s official hymnal in 1861
and quickly found a place in many Protestant hymnals.

On the web:

* O Come, O Come, Emmanuel: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7xtpJ4Q_Q-4

* The Great Advent Antiphons (plainchant with accompaniment):
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hhK_SjfMDX4

th

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7xtpJ4Q_Q-4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hhK_SjfMDX4
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* About John Mason Neale: http://satucket.com/lectionary/JMNeale.htm

http://satucket.com/lectionary/JMNeale.htm
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Bishop's Address 239th Annual Convention
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One thing I am particularly excited about — this December we will hold our diocesan
Lessons and Carols, which we have been doing now for four years. And it rotates from
county to county each year. Last year we were in Sussex and the year before that in Kent, so
we will be back up in New Castle this year. This year we will be at the old cathedral
celebrating in that worship space and I’m personally excited about that.

As your bishop I never had the opportunity to worship in St. John’s and I’m very eager to do
that, as every year this Lessons and Carrols is done jointly between the Episcopal Church in
Delaware and the Choir school of Delaware, which as most of you know, got it starts at the
cathedral, so it feels like a homecoming. So, if you are able to be there, it’s the third Sunday
of Advent in the afternoon, at 4:00 p.m., and I would encourage you to come and worship in
Lessons in Carols in this beautiful space.

And I also just want to say a thank you to Jim Bimbi and his team and Cynde and those who
created the convention video. I only saw that for the first time yesterday. I was blown away.
Isn’t that something else? Thank you! I like the view coming over the bridge right there, going
down with the Indian River inlet coming into view and here we go! It’s impressive that you
can take an Eagles’ song and work in Invite Welcome Connect, discipleship, and service
growth. Well done — that’s terrific.

Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/sjhT9luoZw4

In my sermon earlier this morning I mentioned the theme for this convention from Ephesians,
chapter two, where it says we are what God has made us, created in Christ Jesus for good
works. That’s from the NRSV. From the Common English Bible it is interpreted slightly
differently. We are God’s accomplishment created in Christ Jesus for good things. Later, as
we know, in that same book of Ephesians, Paul reminds us that this goodness to which we
are created, to which each of us has been crafted, is not simply as individuals, but as a
collective. Accept each other with love, Paul writes, and make an effort to persevere the unity
of the spirit with the piece that ties you together. These words may be familiar. You are one
body and one spirit, just as God called you to be. There is one Lord, one faith, one baptism,
and one God and Father of all. We are created for good things, and we are called to do it
together.

This time last year, I laid out the blueprint — a five-year plan. I laid out primarily mission
priorities for us, and asked, would you as a diocese accept these? Do you accept these
priorities to guide our growth, to help harness our energies collectively towards a new, good
future the Holy Spirit has in mind for us? And there are four priorities. The first is growth. I am
using the language that I used last year, and that is also in the printed materials that came

https://delaware.church/bishops-address-239th-annual-convention/
https://youtu.be/sjhT9luoZw4
https://delaware.church/blueprint-for-2023-2027/
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out last winter — growth. We commit to growing our church and bringing people to baptism.
Footnote, that doesn’t mean attracting people to church, that’s just the start. We want to get
’em to the font, right? That’s what we’re talking about. This is a commitment to invest our
time and energies in evangelism — joyful invitation and robust welcome to reach out to folks
not in church and ultimately invite them to the farm. And I said, and this was a point I have
made many times, your parish cannot assume it will grow if it does not create and nurture
dedicated growth ministries.

I’d like to say that again. We as a diocese, your parish, cannot assume we will grow if we do
not create and nurture dedicated growth ministries. You’ll remember the story I told last year
of my grandfather’s apple trees, that he had a collection of those wonderful Lodi apples, and
he wanted more trees. And he didn’t decide that he was just going to wait to see if the
existing trees would drop seeds in the right place and just someday, maybe more trees
would grow. No, he cleared the land, tilled the soil, planted seeds, and watered so that more
trees grew. Now we could continue to hope that we will grow because we do good things, but
we have got to invest intentionally at the parish level — all 32 parishes devoting time in
things that will help us grow.

The second priority is around discipleship. And I wrote, we commit to deepening our
personal relationship with Jesus Christ. And now we have a new way of identifying this last
night from Dr. Meeks, and that is what she meant by starting close in. This discipleship piece
is internal work that we do. Internal work that we do, and it takes a lifetime. We get to do it
over the course of a lifetime. And we say that it is a mission priority because if we don’t do
this regular work, we’re not going to be able to do the other work to grow the church and to
help our communities. It is a focus on strengthening our spiritual lives, understanding that it
is as essential for those of us who are in the church as it will be for those who come to join
us as we grow. It kind of makes sense, doesn’t it? You’re thinking to yourself, Kevin, this is
not rocket science. It is not, but it is not necessarily easy.

The third mission priority is that we will commit to loving our neighbors as we love ourselves.
We embrace the gospel call to be living witnesses of Jesus’s healing and reconciling love to
each other and to the world. This includes strengthening our commitments to racial justice
and reconciliation, to helping feed the poor, helping feed the hungry, ending violence,
protecting the innocent, and caring for our planet. We share this work, not just among
ourselves, but with organizations across our state.

And the fourth mission priority is one where we name that we are stronger together in unity.
We do this as one church in Delaware, and we commit to serving Jesus Christ as one
church. And we know that our parishes and ministries are stronger when we actively
cooperate and support each other than when they are working alone. We rolled this out last
year and it’s been with us now for a number of months. It seems important to offer it again.
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And if you’d like copies of the blueprint, you’ve got one in the back of your convention
guidebook, it is on the diocesan website. So, with this blueprint in mind, let’s talk a little bit
about 2023 and the year that has been.

We talked about the good things that have happened in the diocese, and often when folks
use the term the diocese, it’s a kind of a quick shorthand. Sometimes you mean me, you
mean the bishop. When you say diocese, sometimes you mean the mission support office.
When you say diocese, sometimes you mean a governance body, like Council or Standing
Committee or something like that. But we know that’s a shorthand, that the diocese is this
body in this room. You represent the diocese. So when we speak about the good work the
diocese has done, I am talking about all of us.

So under our growth, our invite welcome connecting, you heard from the briefing earlier
today about embracing evangelism and their commitment to this project developed by The
Episcopal Church. And they are looking into this digital six-week course seeking to name and
celebrate Jesus’s loving presence and to tell the stories of all people and to seek people to
more. And so our Invite Welcome Connect team is learning, becoming proficient in this work
so that they can in turn share it with us. An important thing is that what they are modeling for
us is that evangelism here is intentional — it’s not secondary. They’re getting out and doing
and trying. And they are showing that a small group of dedicated people can help make the
larger better. A little leaven goes a long way. And they set an Invite Welcome Connect
contest to spark creativity.

Our communications team hosted a diocesan wide communications workshop. 50 some odd
people came — I believe almost all of our parishes were represented — with a focus on
video, Instagram, and reels. It was a real commitment to telling our story to the wider world
— an investment by the parishes who showed up to using modern tools to witness and tell
an ancient message in a modern way.

The Trustees invested in a pilot program for growth. Most of you are not familiar with this. We
didn’t make a big deal about it, but to look to see, under this understanding of growth, might
there be some kind of professional outside source that could be of use to all of us? Is there a
program that we might take a look at and see if it has merit? And, and if it does, would it work
in our diocese? If it does work, great, and if it doesn’t, then why not? And so before I went on
sabbatical, I worked with the Trustees to identify a group that looked like it would be good for
Delaware. You may be familiar with the church in Timonium, Maryland and the book called
Rebuilt that the church wrote after their successful growth some years ago. We invited them
in to talk to us, and I called two churches here in Delaware. I called the rectors of St.
Martha’s, Bethany Beach down in Sussex County and I called the rector of St. James’ Mill
Creek, here in New Castle County. I don’t want to scare my priests, please answer the phone
when I call, but I may have an ask! And I asked each of them, would you be willing to pilot
this, would you and some of the folks in your parish try this out?
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And they did. Let’s think about what a great idea that is. It was not my idea — it came as a
genesis of one of our trustees, Mark Parsells, who is used to doing this in a business setting.
Before we commit to something, let’s try it out. We’ve got a little bit of funds we can dedicate
to this particular purpose. So over the summer, for five, six months, they have looked at this
and we will have more feedback on whether or not it may work for us. But it’s an investment
in growth for all of us together.

Under discipleship, this interior work on ourselves, this close in work, we heard the wonderful
presentation about the Stevenson School — 15 folks in this first cohort. If three people had
signed up to be lay preachers, I’d have been thrilled.

We did get three people to sign up to be lay preachers and more — we have 15 total. That’s
an indication that there’s a hunger, that there’s a desire to do this ministry. And what we are
doing is simply identifying the need, the hunger, the desire, the call in people to do this
ministry; and then supporting it and saying that for lay members, for those of you who are not
called to holy orders, but who are called to the ministry of worship in the church, that you
deserve investment in your training. And that is what this is about. Working with the
Commission on Ministry, we say you guys deserve investment in your training. It’s not to say,
oh man, do I have to go take some classes? Really it is to say that this work, leading worship
in our church, is that important and we want to support you in that work. And the feedback
from that first cohort has been fantastic.

We have had clergy and lay discernment days upstate and down. The trustees have made a
grant, a wellness grant, for active priests and deacons to help them in their personal
wellness. And we conducted an in-depth and thorough search for a new director of Camp
Arrowhead. Yes, I consider this part of our discipleship, our self-care, our attention to our
own inner life. A search team of dedicated stakeholders invested their time in this process.
The two co-chairs are here, Jeff Ross and Joanna Carding. And the result is an amazing
new leader for Arrowhead, Darlene Calton, who is also in the room. Later today, we will say a
goodbye to Walt and Nancy LaFontaine. They have been at this business for about three
years, I think. And we will say a fond farewell to them. But dedicating our time and energy
and attention in a search is an intentional thing and it shows that this matters. This is close in
work.

In 2023, under service, I named a racial justice and reconciliation minister, the Reverend
Deacon Cecily Sawyer Harmon, from whom you heard earlier this morning. She briefed not
on racial justice, but she did brief on the General Convention to come. Also, this year the
Racial Justice and Reconciliation Commission passed its two-year mark. How about that?
And we saw the transfer of leadership, which is a great sign in a group in an institution — a
group that is going to continue and perpetuate. The founders helped to get it going and now
handed off leadership to the next group. That is positive and an incredibly important sign that
this commission is here to stay. It is a hallmark of a strong foundation.
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And then I had the great idea, well maybe this was Cecily’s, to go to St. Andrew’s School and
see if there were students there who wanted to be part of this work. And oh boy, are there!
And now we have student representatives from St. Andrew’s who are adding their vision and
energy to the group. I draw your attention to the ministry report of the Racial Justice and
Reconciliation Commission and see what they’ve been doing in 2023.

You heard about our leadership networks — the connection of our networks — of our
wardens’ network, the network of our parish administrators, and the network of our
treasurers. We have invested in stronger ties in our community.

And finally, I like to believe that we have done this more and more as one church — to see
ourselves as doing this all together. In March, I met with a combined meeting of those three
leadership networks — your wardens, your treasurers, your parish administrators — to
discuss this blueprint that was rolling out. I presented it to the group and there were good
questions and good conversations, and one person talked to me afterwards. I was in this
person’s church for a Sunday soon there afterwards, and the person said, “You know,
bishop, I never really, to be honest with you, thought of us as one church before, and when
you said it, I don’t know that I bought it.” I’m paraphrasing, but that’s what she said. She said,
“I tend to think of my church, and when I heard you, I don’t think I got it. I didn’t buy it. But
then my family and I went on vacation down to the beach and we visited one of our churches
down there and I was very impressed by that church. And I thought we could really learn
from these Episcopalians.”

And I love the fact that what she said to me is that when I went vacation the beach, I visited
one of our churches and I think we, her church, could learn from these Episcopalians. And I
said, well, great, let me get you connected. Her point was that a good experience for a
newcomer at one Episcopal Church in Delaware is a good experience for all of us. And a bad
experience for a newcomer at an Episcopal church in Delaware is a bad experience for all of
us. We are all in this together, whether we recognize it or not.

So we’ve been doing some work together, no doubt about it, and here are some real-world
examples, quickly. Parishes share in the audit process and have been doing it for years, but
we are really getting this down to a science with parishes swapping audit teams to help each
other out. And just last week I was with one downstate parish leadership talking about the
power and impact of launching a lay pastoral care team. And the leadership was so excited,
and said, how do we do this? And I said, let me connect you to the church that is about 12
miles down the road who has been doing it for years, and they are thrilled. Now, if that is not
wonderful, I don’t know what is. Our greatest resources, our greatest friends, our greatest
allies are the churches right around us. You are not in competition with each other.

I have seen in 2023, a renewed energy post Covid. Several of our parishes are reporting a
return or close to return to pre-Covid levels. Others are not. Context definitely matters.
Something I love to see is that our ECW had their first in-person meeting in several years —
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a big group together. Also, I learned that our BCM, the Brandywine Collaborative Ministries,
showed some interesting signs of new growth, except on the surface it may not seem like it.
Of the three churches, Grace Church made the decision, and it was part of the agreement
that they were able to, after these nine years to opt out of continuing in the collaborative. And
they did this just as the agreement allowed. They did it with grace and honesty and passion.
And the news was received that way by the other two parishes, Calvary and Ascension. I
know because I was in the room when it happened.

Grace Church made this decision because of the sense of their new context and the growth
that they are experiencing. And I am happy to say that Calvary and Ascension have not
thrown in a towel, their towel. They are still partnering, and I will be visiting with them the
Sunday after this to discern their future together.

So if you wanted to just look very callously on the surface and say, oh, the BCM was, and
now it’s gone — I guess it failed, I wouldn’t say that to anybody who is a member of the
BCM. They will tell you otherwise — that this experiment in collaboration has made them all
stronger. And we all have to realize the flexibility in the things we do in ministry have to be
baked in, have to be ready to adapt and to change. And so I have supported the decision of
Grace, and I support the decision of Calvary and Ascension to find next steps. And I
challenge anyone to see failure in this creative and ambitious project. In fact, I am calling all
of us as churches to look to see how we can partner, whether for one year, for nine years, for
20 years, or however many we want, partner with our fellow parishes. And I am convinced all
three of these parishes will be stronger, and we as diocese are stronger for their witness.

Going forward in 2024, you have seen my announcement, we will begin with some very
dramatic changes at our mission support office. In just over six months, about half of the
folks who are currently working there will be there no longer. There’s a loss of three positions
and five people. Of the three positions that are going away, one is the retirement of Judy
Barnes. Judy, are you here in the room?

I’ll have more to say a little bit later about you and your retirement as I will have more to say
about Martha Kirkpatrick and Judy Gregory. But for a moment, I want to talk about the two
positions that we are losing and two people to go with them —Toni Snow, our director of
service, whose name you’ve heard many times already in this convention, who has been
instrumental to making this convention work, who is a key reason that we’re all here today,
and Lola Russell, our communications assistant, a key part of the growth of our
communications team over the years, and the first person to stand up when I asked for a
joke. That’s gutsy and that’s impressive. Is Lola in the room? Is Toni in the room? They are
both amazing people — created for good works in Christ Jesus. Lola has personally written
some of the finest draft statements for me. Sometimes if I sound smart, Lola probably helped
me with it. She has been instrumental in the evolution of the weekly e-newsletter, the Net,
and our quarterly magazine. And, as I said, she is ready with a joke or a smile.
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Tony has been an amazing partner in this work, and she has been by my side with some
hugely important initiatives. When I launched a racial justice task force in the crazy days of
2020, the first person I called was Toni. Who do I get in the room? Who do we talk to? From
that task force was born a racial justice commission and a racial justice minister. Tony helped
with the formation of the Invite Welcome Connect team, which is going gangbusters as you
have already heard, and is a key part of our growth strategy with this diocese. She was
incredibly helpful in the first conferences with Mary Parmer and Toni carries a strong faith of
any person I’ve ever seen. It is a ridiculous understatement for me to say that I will miss
these two soldiers. Both women have been impact players on the team and I could not be
more grateful for them. So I ask that you stand with me, Beloved, and say thank you to them
for all their work.

I mentioned that Judy Barnes is retiring, and her position will not be backfilled. So that is the
third position that will no longer be part of staff.

She does a tremendous amount of work in the financial transactions for our office. She helps
make sure we get paid. We are grateful. Thank you Judy. Not just for the mission support
office, but for the two corporations that legally make up this diocese — the Diocesan Council
and Trustees. She helps with finances on those as well as Camp Arrowhead, and so that
work will continue. We will look to vendor that out — hire consulting firms, accounting firms
that can help us. We will gain cost efficiencies. Yes, we are going to lose a funny and
talented person down the hall.

We have got the retirement of not one but two canons. We will say thank you to you later in
the day, but no doubt there will be major change in the mission support office.

Some of those I can announce now. The first is I will name a new canon for strategic
mission, the Reverend Maryann Ell, who spoke earlier today, to serve as our catalyst and
organizer for the mission priorities that you see here. Now, it is not her job to do all the
mission priorities for Delaware, but it will be her job to help keep us moving forward. She will
share with me the leadership primarily of the priorities for growth, discipleship, and service.

I have also called to be my new canon to the ordinary the Reverend Brad Hinton, who is
currently serving as rector of St. David’s and will be for just a few more days and has a
farewell party tonight. He is a trusted priest in this diocese with a ton of experience and he
will share with me in the support for our clergy and families, and this is among the most
important work I believe we can do at this time. And he will share with me in the leadership of
the fourth mission priority —one church, stronger together.

I also will be able to hire a part-Time Youth Missioner. This position was in our budget funded
by an investment from the Trustees, a part-time position. And we will also hire the next
director for finance and operations, Judi Gregory’s replacement. As if anyone could replace
Judi. Imagine filling her shoes. I think they will need some new ones. And then for those
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continuing on staff, Kathleen, Pam, Cynde, and Deacon Cecily, it is a time of grieving to be
honest with you. There is great uncertainty in the new work that is coming. A shock to the
system has been experienced, and old work that we have enjoyed will have to be set aside.
Some things will just not be done. I love the free advice that I often get. I know you get it too.
Hey, just don’t do the unimportant stuff. Oh, thank God I don’t have to do that anymore.
Thank God I don’t have to do the unimportant stuff anymore, as if that’s part of what we were
doing to begin with. I know you hear that in your churches, you rectors in particular, just cut
out the unimportant stuff. That’s incredible. The blueprint doesn’t change. The tools that we
have to execute, we have fewer right now, but our priorities as a diocese have not changed.

Before I close, I want to look a little more at 2024 and say a couple of things about
governance. First of all, you will hear later in the afternoon the reports about the mutual
ministry review in which many of you participated earlier this year. The review took place in
the spring and concluded just as I was going on sabbatical. And so it was tallied up by the
consultant and then set aside until I returned from sabbatical. The Standing Committee is
overseeing that process and the decisions around communicating that with the wider
diocese. And the first step in the communication will happen later this afternoon with the
former president of the Standing Committee. We have learned a few things from them, and
you will hear about one of the bits of feedback that we got which was that in our diocese,
while folks are not worried a bit about mismanagement of funds, there’s a frustration
sometimes that our finances aren’t clear.

That is my paraphrasing — financial transparency. We use that term a lot. And I think like a
lot of people, I always thought of transparency as meaning availability of the documents. But
now after the in-depth review of our finances that I found myself doing in the last two months
to try and make numbers add up that wouldn’t, I began to realize that while the numbers
were right, it took a lot of digging to get to the ones that I wanted. Our data is there, but I
don’t know that it’s always easily intelligible. Are you with me? And I think that is what I’m
hearing.

We also heard that our governance bodies are not effective or to that effect, which I believe
is a meaning similar to the same kind of language around transparency. Again, not a lack of
trust, but a lack of just understanding what is going on. The mutual ministry review told us
that the North South divide continues to have some kind of traction that each feels the
diocese, and I’m not sure if that’s the bishop or the mission support office, or the Council,
gives one or the other more attention. I get it from both ends, y’all. It’s only the folks in Kent
County who really don’t give me any grief. So thank you Kent County.

It really does blow my mind in a state as small as we are that this continues to get any
traction, but I will continue to work on it. But I do believe that if we take seriously our
commitment to one church, we are going to get past the silliness, and I want to name it as
that. So we are one church, and there will be times I am sure when my attention is devoted
much, much more to Sussex County than folks in the North would like. And my attention and
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my time will be invested much more in the North than the folks in the South would like. But
overall, I can tell you that I and leaders of this diocese are invested in the entire state — all
three counties. And if you are not feeling love on a particular day, I ask you to approach this
with grace. And instead, if you are feeling the kind of urge to just sort of vent, approach it
with a little bit of grace. Call your bishop, find out if your information is true, and let me know
what it is that is not working well, okay? We are all in this together and I want to take
seriously that sense of divide. I also want to know just how real it really is.

We also got feedback on your bishop. We heard that he’s energetic and open to new ideas,
but I think we also learned that sometimes, and I’m paraphrasing, you may have to clean this
up Brad or verify it, but sometimes this energy and openness can wear folks out. I hear it,
and sometimes an openness to new ideas can obscure a commitment to establishments,
and I’m grateful for the feedback, and I’m grateful for the overwhelming sense of support that
came through in this document.

And I believe if we remain committed to following Jesus Christ, we collectively will get this
right. So this work will continue in 2024. We will look to see what we learned from, the mutual
ministry review and look to the governance bodies, how to discern the changes to be made
and how to implement them. The second thing I want to note is you will notice that there
were two spots on Diocesan Council for which there were no nominees —a clergy spot and a
lay spot — and I can assure you that this was not from lack of attention. Huge work went into
recruitment from our nominations team — Michael Wood and the entire nominations
committee. They then recruited the secretary to make phone calls. They recruited me to
make phone calls. They may have recruited you to make phone calls, I don’t know, but I
know they worked very hard.

And so sometimes you have got to stop, as Dr. Meeks said last night, as you’re plowing
forward, stop and look and see what’s going on. And I will tell you right now that I know that
there are many parishes, if not all, who are having trouble filling vestry spots. Some parishes
have decided that the vestry that used to be 12 people now feels that nine is the best size
now because of the size of the church is.

So in 2024, I plan to name a task force to study our governance. Our current diocesan
structure was established, if my math is right, in the early seventies and at that time we had
more parishes. We had more clergy. We had more people. That was a time before Zoom. It
was a time before iPhones. It was a time before Route One. So Route one is newer, I
believe, than our Constitution and Canons at their core. So maybe it’s time to update them, I
don’t know. But I want to ask the task force to look at this, not to fix issues with nominations,
but to look more deeply. Is the structure of our governance serving our mission and ministry?
Is it strengthening our people, our parishes, and our witness? And ask them to report to this
convention next year with what they found. Now, there is always a risk to this kind of work,
and I want to name it. And that is we began to navel gaze if we are not careful. But what
should be attention to ourselves and doing inner work about strengthening ourselves could
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then become our project. And that our commitment to growth and into personal discipleship
and a relationship with Jesus Christ, our commitment to service, can get set aside because
why? We’re going to fix governance. I’m a process geek. I get it. It matters. But this is not the
kahuna that we are after. This is to support that. Are you with me?

Next slide please. This year was a good year for the Brown family. I got to go to on
sabbatical for four months and it is a gift. The highlight of it was a month in Ireland. And I am
profoundly grateful for this time and for your support of this, and for the mission support staff
and governance bodies who ran things without a hitch while I was gone.

Now one picture there on the bottom right is of the majestic Skellig Michael, taken from the
ferry that took Caroline and me and one of my seminary buddies over, and we’re now leaving
the island headed back on the eight-mile trip to the west coast of Ireland, County Kerry. And
our hike of that of that island was a highlight of the trip, and as Caroline I both say it was a
highlight of our marriage. So that’s a good day!

There is a monastery up there from the sixth century and it is stunning that anyone ever went
there to worship and to pray, but at the time, the monks were trying to find the edge of the
earth to get away, much like the desert fathers did. And in the Middle East they went out to
the desert. They were looking for the deserts and there are no deserts in Ireland, but there
are some remote islands off the coast and that’s where they went. The other two pictures are
from my own pilgrimage, done individually on a motorbike along the Irish coast. And you can
see in those two pictures the bike a little bit and you can see just a sense of how beautiful
that coastline is. And you can also see the absence of guardrails on the roads in Ireland. Oh
my gosh! And there’s a sermon in there somewhere. I haven’t written it yet, but in that middle
picture, that bike is not far from tipping over into the North Atlantic Ocean. What I see when I
look at these pictures though, is not so much the bike or the coast, but what I continue to see
over and over is the road itself. The joy of being on the bike, the challenge of carrying my
provisions and being exposed to the elements, which I have to say, it did not rain a single
day I was on the bike. It looked like that every day, so when I say I was exposed to the
elements, they were awesome elements. But it was the joy of the road itself — a new path
and a new challenge.

God and I did a lot of talking on the west coast of Ireland. I did a lot of talking and a lot of
journaling, but I tried very hard to listen so that God could get a word in edgewise. I tried to
focus on the road, which is essential if you are riding a bike, and listen to my soul. Much of
what I take away from Ireland, from my entire time away, is this: that. I return from that
pilgrimage, from that sabbatical, stronger, happier, and more committed to this work than I
have ever been before. And I thank you, and I feel that there is a blessing in me that I am
called to share — where I, like you, have been created in Christ Jesus for good works. Not
good works just for me, but to share with a world that is aching, to know this peace. Amen.
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